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 IN THE COURT OF ADDL. CHIEF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE,NALBARI 

G.R. Case No.1679/2014 

u/s 420/406/506 IPC 

State of Assam 

-Vs- 

Nabajit Das.....Accused(s) 

PRESENT: D.M. Hussain,AJS. 

ADVOCATES APPEARED: 

For the state        : Mr. A. Barman, A.P.P. 

For the accused    : Mr. N. Dutta, Advocate. 

Dates of evidence : 11-05-2016, 26-08-2016, 30-11-2016, 09-05-2017   
   & 15-11-2017 

Date of argument  : 17-03-2018 & 28-03-2018. 

Date of judgment  : 04-04-2018.       

                     J U D G M E N T 

PROSECUTION CASE: 

1.  The prosecution case in brief as unfolded from the ejahar filed by Pankaj 

Kalita is that accused Nabajit Das came to his house in the month of January 

2014 and lured him for a job and demanded Rs 1 lakh from him for providing him 

job. As he was unemployed, he agreed to the proposal. After few days he 

informed him over phone that he would go to Delhi to meet the Defence Minister 

and demanded Rs 1 lakh as travelling expenses for going to Delhi. As per 

instruction of the accused, he arranged Rs 1 lakh by selling land and on 25-01-

2014 the accused came to his house and took Rs 1 lakh along with relevant 

documents and promised him to provide job within one month. There after the 

accused did not kept any contact. On 10-11-2014 he could contact the accused 
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over the phone and asked him about the money to which the accused denied to 

have received any money and threatened him with dire consequences if he called 

him again seeking return of the money. 

2. The said ejahar was received and registered as Ghograpar P.S case no. 

250/14 u/s 420/406/506 IPC dated 11-11-2014. After completion of investigation 

charge sheet no. 32/15 dated 31-03-2015 was submitted against accused Nabajit 

Das u/s 420/406/506 IPC. Copy was furnished to the accused person as per 

section 207 Crpc. Charges u/s 420/406/506 IPC were framed against the accused 

by ld predecessor P.O, read over and explained to which he pleaded not guilty 

and claimed to be tried. 

3. POINTS FOR DETERMINATION: 

I) Whether on 25-01-2014 the accused deceived Pankaj Kalita by dishonestly 

inducing him to deliver rupees one lakh and thereby committed an offence u/s 

420 IPC ? 

II) Whether the accused being entrusted with one lakh rupees for providing job 

dishonestly misappropriated or converted to his own use the said money and 

thereby committed an offence u/s 406 IPC ? 

III) Whether the accused threatened Pankaj Kalita with injury to his person 

intending to cause alarm and thereby committed an offence u/s 506 IPC ? 

4.  DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF: 

The prosecution examined five witnesses while the defence declined to adduce 

any evidence. The statement in defence of the accused person u/s 313 Cr.P.C. 

was recorded wherein he denied his involvement with the alleged offences. I 

have heard the arguments advanced by learned counsels of both sides and also 

perused the evidence available on record, my findings with reasons are as 

follows: 

5.  PW 1 Pankaj Kalita deposed that the incident took place in the month of 

January 2014. Nabajit Das told him to apply for job in the army. Accordingly he 

applied. Nabo Das told him that in order to get the job he has to spend money 

and told that he had to go to Delhi. He told him to provided Rs 1 lakh to him as 

travelling expenses to and from Delhi. Nabo Das earlier took him to army camp 
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Nalbari and Kamalpur and introduced him with the Army Major. The army major 

told him to practice running. On 14-01-2014 Nabo Das informed him that he 

along with the major would go to Delhi for his job and demanded Rs 1 Lakh. On 

25-01-2014 he gave Rs 1 lakh to Nabo Das. His father Haren Kalita, brother 

Dipankar Kalita and his friend Parama Deka was present at the time of handing 

over the money. After 15 days the list of selected constable was published but he 

did not find his name. He informed the accused who assured him that his name 

would appear in the list. As his name did not appear he called the accused   but 

the accused kept his mobile switch off. On 10-11-14 he could contact the 

accused over phone and asked him to return back the money but he refused to 

return back the money. 

6.  During cross examination PW 1 deposed that at that time his brother 

Dipankar Kalita was studying in degree 1st year at KC Das commerce college . 

The accused was also student of degree 1st year in another college .At the time 

of the incident he was aged about 22/23 years.He had passed matriculation .He 

does not remember the dates on which he visited the Kamalpur and Nalbari army 

camp . He does not know the name of the Major.When he did not get the job he 

did not went to ask the Major.He has not applied for job in army and has not 

appeared in any physical and written test for job in the army.He does not 

remember the website.He admitted that he knew that to get job one has to apply 

and appear for interview .He has not submitted the list before police where his 

name did not appeared .He admitted that he has stated in the ejahar that the 

accused demanded money for going and coming from Delhi.He did not stated 

before police that he was taken before major.He deposed that he gave the 

money on 25-01-2014 and filed the FIR on 11-11-2014 .He admitted that he 

knew giving money for getting job is an offence . 

7.  PW 2 Parameswar Deka deposed that on 14-01-2014 Nabajit Das came to 

the house of Pankaj Kalita .Dipankar brother of Pankaj told him that a person had 

come to take money for giving job .He went inside. Nabajit Das demanded one 

lakh from Pankaj for proving job and they called him 25-01-2014 for taking the 

money.He went to the house of Pankaj on 25-01-2014. Dipankar Kalita and 

Pankaj Kalita gave Rs 1 lakh in cash 200 notes of Rs 500 denomination ,Nabajit 

took the money for providing job in defence.He came  back after the money was 
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taken by Nabajit. He later came to know that Pankaj did not get any job .On 10-

11-2014 Pankaj met the accused in the police station and asked him about the 

job .The accused denied to have taken money and threatened him 

8. During cross examination PW 2 deposed that there are about 20-25 

houses in between his house and the house of Pankaj. He has studied with 

Pankaj since his childhood .Pankaj had passed HS and he has passed degree.He 

admitted giving and taking money for providing job both are offence .He met 

Nabajit for the first time on 14-01-14. Nabajit and Pankaj Kalita were friends .On 

10-11-2014 Pankaj came to his shop and at time he deposed that the accused 

threatened him over phone. 

9. PW 3 Harin Chandra Kalita deposed that the complainant is his son . The 

incident took place on 25-01-2014 at about 4 PM .Naba Das who is the friend of 

Dipankar came to his house and told that he would be able to provide job to 

Pankaj in the army. He took Pankaj before Army major at Rangia and after few 

days took him to Colonel at Changsari and also took him before commanding 

officer Nalbari at Gopal Bazar. Nabajit told that he would go to Delhi to meet 

minister and demanded Rs 1 lakh. On 25-01-2014 Nabajit came to his house and 

took Rs one lakh from his son. He sold 2 bighas of land. Naba Das promised to 

provide job within one month. After one month Naba Das threatened over phone. 

He went to the house of Nabajit but he did not meet him. Nabajit did not 

returned back the money. 

10. During cross examination PW 3 deposed that he provided the money for 

going to Delhi.He does not remember as to whom he sold the land and also does 

not remember the date on which he sold the land. 

11. PW 4 (I.O) deposed that on 11-11-2014 he was working as SI at 

Ghograpar PS. He was entrusted to investigate Ghograpar P.S. case no.250/14 

u/s 420/406/506 IPC. He visited the place of occurrence, drew sketch map and 

recorded the statement of witnesses. He could not find the accused and after 

completion of investigation he submitted charge-sheet against accused Nabajit 

Das showing him as absconder. During cross-examination he deposed that the 

date of occurrence is on 25-01-2014 as per the FIR. The FIR was filed on 11-11-

2014. It was written in the FIR that the accused demanded Rs.1 lakh for 

travelling to Delhi. Parameswar Deka did not stated before him that on 14-01-

2014 he met the accused in the house of Pankaj. Parameswar Deka did not 
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stated before him that Dipankar called him inside and he went inside and the 

accused demanded Rs.1 lakh from him for providing job. Parameswar Deka also 

did not stated before him that he saw giving 200 nos. of Rs. 500/- notes. Harin 

Ch. Kalita did not stated before him that the accused told him that he would 

meet minister at Delhi. 

12. C.W.1 Dipankar Kalita deposed that the informant is his elder brother. The 

accused is his friend. The accused studied B.com at Pragjyotish College. The 

accused introduced him and his elder brother Pankaj Kalita to army officer. The 

accused told him that he would be able to provide the post of driver to his elder 

brother in Army. The accused told that he is required to go to Delhi in connection 

for the job and demanded Rs.1 lakh as the travelling expenses to Delhi for 

meeting the Defence Minister. On 20-01-2014 the accused called his elder 

brother over phone and demanded the money. On 25-01-2014 the accused came 

to his house to take their money. His father sold 2½ bighas of land and gave the 

money. Parameswar Deka, his father, elder brother and Binoy Kalita were present 

at the time when the accused took the money. At that time army recruitment was 

going on. After 15-20 days the accused told him that he was at Delhi and soon 

his name would appear in the list but his name did not appeared in the list even 

after 1½ month. They demanded back the money and then the accused denied 

to have received any money. Later the family member of the accused informed 

him that the accused is staying at Guwahati. 

13. During cross-examination CW 1 deposed that Parameswar Deka is the 

friend of his elder brother. He does not remember the date on which he met the 

Army Officer at Kamalpur and Rangia Army camp. He also does not know their 

names. The Army Officers were in civil dress. His elder brother did not ask the 

Army Officer when he did not get the job. He has not talked with the Army 

Officer. His elder brother had talked. Since 2011 the accused has visiting terms. 

He went to Army camp two days along with his elder brother and the accused. 

He went to the Army Officer in the first week of January. During the end of 

December, 2013 Army recruitment was going on and it was told that if money 

could be given recruitment would be provided. The accused told that if he could 

not provide the job he would return the money. On 20-01-2014 the accused 

called in the phone no. 8486420721 of his elder brother and demanded the 

money on 25-01-2014. His elder brother informed him that the accused called 
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him over phone. His father informed him that on 25-01-2014 the money was 

arranged after selling the land. He does not know to whom the land was sold. His 

elder brother applied for job in the Army. There was paper cutting of the 

advertisement.The money was given in denomination of Rs.1,000/-, Rs.500/- and 

Rs.100/-. He counted the money.    

 14. An offence u/s 420 IPC has the following essentials; 

 i) There must be deception i.e accused must have deceived someone. 

ii) That by the said deception. The accused must induce a person,                   

(a) to deliver any property; or 

(b) to make, alter or destroy the whole part of the valuable security or anything 

which is signed or sealed and which is capable of being converted into a valuable 

property. 

iii) That the accused did so dishonesty. 

15. The Honble Supreme Court of India in Hridaya Ranjan Pd. Verma & 

Ors.Vs State of Bihar and Anr reported in  AIR 2000 SC 2341 has held that 

“ Cheating is defined in Section 415 of the Code as, "Whoever, by deceiving any 

person, fraudulently or dishonestly induces the person so deceived to deliver any 

property to any person, or to consent that any person shall retain any property, 

or intentionally induces the person so deceived to do or omit to do anything 

which he would not do or omit if he were not so deceived, and which act or 

omission causes or is likely to cause damage or harm to that person in body, 

mind, reputation or property, is said to "cheat". 

Explanation - A dishonest concealment of facts is a deception within the meaning 

of this section. 

The section requires - (1) Deception of any person. 

(2) (a) Fraudulently or dishonestly inducing that person 

(i) to deliver any property to any person; or 

(ii) to consent that any person shall retain any property; or 

(b) intentionally inducing that person to do or omit to do anything which he 

would not do or omit if he were not so deceived, and which act or omission 
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causes or is likely to cause damage or harm to that person in body mind, 

reputation or property. 

On a reading of the section it is manifest that in the definition there are set forth 

two separate classes of acts which the person deceived may be induced to do. In 

the first place he may be induced fraudulently or dishonestly to deliver any 

property to any person. The second class of acts set forth in the section is the 

doing or omitting to do anything which the person deceived would not do or omit 

to do if he were not so deceived. In the first class of cases the inducing must be 

fraudulent or dishonest. In the second class of acts, the inducing must be 

intentional but not fraudulent or dishonest. 

In determining the question it has to be kept in mind that the distinction between 

mere breach of contract and the offence of cheating is a fine one. It depends 

upon the intention of the accused at the time to inducement which may be 

judged by his subsequent conduct but for this subsequent conduct is not the sole 

test. Mere breach of contract cannot give rise to criminal prosecution for cheating 

unless fraudulent or dishonest intention is shown right at the beginning of the 

transaction, that is the time when the offence is said to have been committed. 

Therefore it is the intention which is the gist of the offence. To hold a person 

guilty of cheating it is necessary to show that he had fraudulent or dishonest 

intention at the time of making the promise. From his mere failure to keep up 

promise subsequently such a culpable intention right at the beginning, that is, 

when he made the promise cannot be presumed “. 

16. It appears from the evidence on record that there was a subsequent 

breach of terms of agreement. Mere breach of contract cannot give rise to 

criminal liability u/s 420 IPC unless fraudulent and dishonest intention is shown 

right at the beginning of the transaction when the offence was said to have been 

committed. 

17. Section 405 IPC provides that Whoever being in any manner entrusted 

with property, or with any dominion over property, dishonestly misappropriates or 

converts to his own use that property, or dishonestly uses or disposes of that 

property in violation of any direction of law prescribing the mode in which such 

trust is to be discharged or of any legal contract, express or implied, which he 
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has made touching the discharge of such trust, or willfully suffers any other 

person so to do, commits “criminal breach of trust” 

18. Section 406 provides the punishment for criminal breach of trust. To bring 

home the offence u/s 406 IPC the prosecution has to prove 

a) entrusting any person with property or with any dominion over property,       

b) the person entrusted dishonestly misappropriating or converting to his own 

use that property or dishonestly using or disposing of that property or wilfully 

suffers any other person to do so i) in violation of any direction of law prescribing 

the mode in which such trust is to be discharged or of any legal contract made 

touching the discharge of such trust 

19. From the evidence on record it appears that the accused appears to have 

received the money of Rs one lakh on his own behalf and not on behalf of or in 

trust for anybody else and does not constitute any entrustment. 

20. Section 506 IPC prescribes punishment for the offence of criminal intimi-

dation. “Criminal intimidation” as defined in Section 503 IPC is as under: 

“Criminal intimidation.—Whoever threatens another with any injury to his person, 

reputation or property, or to the person or reputation of any one in whom that 

person is interested, with intent to cause alarm to that person, or to cause that 

person to do any act which he is not legally bound to do, or to omit to do any act 

which that person is legally entitled to do, as the means of avoiding the execu-

tion of such threat, commits criminal intimidation. 

Explanation.—A threat to injure the reputation of any deceased person in whom 

the person threatened is interested, is within this section.” 

 

21. A reading of the definition of “criminal intimidation” indicates that there 

must be an act of threatening to another person, of causing an injury to the per-

son, reputation, or property of the person threatened, or to the person in whom 

the threatened person is interested and the threat must be with the intent to 

cause alarm to the person threatened or it must be to do any act which he is not 

legally bound to do or omit to do an act which he is legally entitled to do. 

22. It is the intention of the accused that has to be considered in deciding as 

to whether what he has stated comes within the meaning of “criminal intimida-
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tion”. The threat must be with intention to cause alarm to the complainant to 

cause that person to do or omit to do any work. 

23. It appears that PW 1 & CW 1 did not stated that the accused threatened 

them. Mere expression of any words without any intention to cause alarm would 

not be sufficient to bring in the application of this section, There is no material on 

record to show that the accused intended to cause alarm.                   

24. On appreciation of the testimonies of witnesses and the materials 

available on record, I find that the prosecution has failed to establish the 

essential ingredients so required to constitute the charged offence beyond 

reasonable doubt by leading clear, cogent & convincing evidence. The accused 

person is found not guilty u/s 420/406/506 IPC and hence, acquitted and set at 

liberty forthwith. Bail bond shall remain in force for a further period of six 

months.    

Given under my hand and seal of this court on this 4th day of April 2018. 

    Addl. Chief Judicial Magistrate            

  Nalbari 
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APPENDIX 

Prosecution witness: 

PW 1- Pankaj Kalita 

PW 2- Parameswar Deka 

PW 3- Harin Ch. Kalita 

PW 4- Nabajit Talukdar (I.O) 

Prosecution Exhibits: 

Exhibit 1 & 1(1)- Ejahar & Signature of Pankaj Kalita. 

Exhibit 2 & 2(1)- Sketch map & Signature of Nabajit Talukdar, (I.O.). 

Exhibit 3 & 3(1)- Charge-sheet & Signature of Nabajit Talukdar, (I.O.). 

Defence witnesses : 

Nil 

Defence Exhibits : 

Nil 

Court witness : 

C.W.1- Dipankar Kalita 

         Addl. Chief Judicial Magistrate,  

               Nalbari 

04-04-2018 

  Accused is present. 

  Judgment is pronounced and delivered in open court. 

  I find that the prosecution has failed to establish the essential 

ingredients so required to constitute the charged offence beyond reasonable 

doubt by leading clear, cogent & convincing evidence. The accused person is 
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found not guilty u/s 420/406/506 IPC and hence, acquitted and set at liberty 

forthwith. Bail bond shall remain in force for a further period of six months.    

  Hence, this case stands disposed of. 

    

            Addl. Chief Judicial Magistrate,         

   Nalbari 

 

 

 


